International
German Championship
DAKO/ IMAF
Kokusai Budo in
2018 in Cottbus

Date:
Saturday, 09. June 2018 from 9 am to 10 pm
Event Location:
Niedersorbisches Gymnasium, Sielower Straße 37, 03044 Cottbus
Organizer:
DAKO - Deutsch- Asiatische- Kampfkunst- Organisation/
International-Martial-Art-Federation
Host:
PSV Cottbus 90‘ e.V.,
Department for Martial Arts „Tokugawa“
Head of Tournament:
HANSHI Hans-Dieter Rauscher (8. Dan karate, et. al.)
Head Event Manager:
Raimo Ermler (IMAF- Regionaldirektor)
Disciplines:
Kata/ Anyo/ Forms/ Application/ synchronous: Iaido, Karate, Combat Arnis, Bo-Jutsu,
Kobudo (short weapons), Wu-Shu, Kendo, Judo, Jujitsu, Self Defense (10 Technique
System).
Fight/ Kumite (minimum age 14): Karate, Combat-Arnis, Bo-Jutsu, Ground Fighting,
Kickboxing
Contact and Registration:
Raimo Ermler: 0171 3619155
Fax: 0355 7294098
E-Mail: DM2018@kampfsport-cottbus.de
Homepage: www.kampfsport-cottbus.de
Entry Fee:
Single Entry: 30 €, Double Entry: 35 €, Three Entries: 40 €, Four and Five Entries: 45 €.

Stand: 18.03.2018

Disciplines
1. Kata/ Anyo/ Forms
Iaido:
 Kata single: undergraduate, intermediate, upper class, master class, in 3 Kata
 Kata synch.: student ranks, master ranks in 3 kata
 Kata artistic: student ranks, master ranks in 3 kata
 Kumitachi: student ranks, master ranks in 3 forms
Karate; Disciplines: Shotokan-Karate/ Wado-Ryu
 Karate kata single: undergraduate, intermediate, upper class, master class, men



and women
Karate kata synch.: student ranks, master ranks
Wado-Ryu will perform kata analogous to the Shotokan program

Combat-Arnis:
 Anyo single: undergraduate, intermediate, upper class, master class, men and



women
Anyo synch.: student ranks, master ranks
Anyo in Application: student ranks, master ranks

Bo-Jutsu
 Kata single: undergraduate, intermediate, upper class, master class, men and



women
Kata synch.: student ranks, master ranks
Kata in Application: student ranks, master ranks

Kobudo (Tonfa, Sai, Kama)
 Kata with Tonfa, Sai or Kama: undergraduate, intermediate, upper class, master



class, men and women
Kata synch.: student rank, master rank
Kata in Application: student rank, master rank

Wu-Shu, classic:
 Single Forms: undergraduate, intermediate, upper class, master class, men and


women
Synchronized Forms: student ranks, master ranks

Kendo
 Kata: student ranks and master ranks in 3 forms without switching
Judo
 Nage-No-Kata: 3 throw kata (free choice) for student and master ranks
Jujitsu
 Kata: student, master ranks
self-defense
(e.g.: Jujitsu/ Goshin-Jutsu/ Tai-Jutsu/ Shaolin- Kempo, etc.)
 10 attacks: student ranks, master ranks
 Techniques are carried out in multiple disciplines
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2. Combat/ Kumite (minimum age: 14)
Kumite (light)
 Karate
Division by age, graduation, sex

Combat- Arnis (light)


Division by graduation, sex

Bo-Jutsu (light)
 Division by graduation, sex
Bodenkampf


Division by graduation, sex

Kickboxing (light)


Division by graduation, sex

Schedule
07:30

Opening of the location

08:00

Registration

08:30

Conference of officials and adjustment of participation list

09:00

Official greeting and opening of the event

09:30

Begin of competitions: kata/ forms/ Anyo on 4 sites

approx. 16:00

interlude

approx. 16:30

Award ceremony kata/ forms/ Anyo

approx. 17:15

Conference of officials for combats

approx. 17:45

Begin of matches on 4 sites

approx. 21:15

Award ceremony for combat

approx. 22:00

End of the event

Awards:
1st place: trophy
places 1-3: medal and certificate
places 4-5: certificate
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Registration:
1. Advance booking: written (by mail, fax or email) to the event manager: name,
first name, age, discipline, rank (belt color and rank), weight (only for
combat) and dojo, until the 05th May 2018.
2. Every dojo has to appoint at least one judge in their registration (discipline,
name and rank) for the competition their participants want to join. The
appointed judges may be from another dojo but must not have been named
already by them. You are not allowed to participate without appointing a
judge!
3. You will receive a confirmation with our bank account data.
4. The entry fee is to be paid only via advance payment! Cash payment at the
day of the competition will not be accepted!
5. By transfer of the entry fee until 13th May 2018 you are officially registered.
6. Late registration after the 13th May are only possible under consideration of
special circumstances and in agreement with the head event manager until
the 30th May. An additional fee of 10€ for late entries applies and the
participant may only join already existing listings.
7. The registrations at the day of the competition are handled collectively by the
leaders of the dojos and delegations through provision of valid budo
passports. The registration desk closes at 8.30 am.
8. There will be an on site examination of the correct registration.

Important Rules:
1. No participation without a valid DAKO-, IMAF-, or budo-passport for
2018!
2. The host has the right to enforce his right as householder in case of violation
of the house rules (e.g. violation of etiquette, unsportsmanlike behavior)
without delay. During the championship only the organizer, the host, event
staff, officials, dojo leaders, active participants and their trainer are allowed in
the ring. Noncompliance leads to disqualification of the participant and
expulsion from the event site.
3. The participants have to verify a valid rank in the discipline they want to
participate in via their budo passport (IMAF, DAKO or related organizations)
4. The international dress code and dojo rules of the DAKO/IMAF apply (gi with
obi, Pants and t-shirt, Hakama etc.). If possible, the rank has to be displayed
at all times (obi, t-shirt).
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5. All disciplines are divided into listings. If a discipline has only 4 or less
participants, the host retains the right to either join them with other pools or
cancel them. There are no winners without competition. In case of a
cancellation, the dojo will be informed immediately. Entry fees that have
become obsolete by cancellation will be refunded. The listings can be viewed
at our homepage after the registration period has ended.
6. The competitions will be held in parallel on four (possibly five) battlegrounds.
Maximum number of entries is therefore limited to 5 per participant. Should
the participant not appear after having been called out twice via intercom and
1 minute waiting time, he/she will be disqualified for this discipline by the
main official. A refund of entry fees does not apply in this case.
7. All weapons must be blunt and must not have any sharp edges. Machetes
may be used by students with at least blue student rank and the age of 14.
8. We would like to point out, that the German laws for the bearing and using of
weapons apply and have to be adhered to by all participants and officials!
Our sports club is a branch of the Polizeisportverein Cottbus '90 e.V. and we
emphasize the compliance to German laws.
9. Award ceremonies will take place after the kata and after combat. The
winner will receive a trophy (single and team). The first, second and third
places will receive a certificate and a medal. Fourth and fifth places will
receive a certificate. Accolades will only be presented to the recipient
personally.
10. The event is a non commercial championship.
11. The host organizer can not be held responsible for any accidents resulting in
injury or damage and theft.
12. The participants are responsible for a sufficient insurance.
13. Participation in kata/form/anyo is possible at the age 6 and minimum kyu
rank 10.
14. Teams in synchronous competitions or applications start with a maximum of
3 participants.
15. Participants in synchronous and form competitions have to perform an
application that matches the level of the lowest rank member, not above.
16. Weapons for kata/form/anyo and their applications/synchronous
competitions will not be provided by the organizer They have to be blunt and
retain no sharp edge. The main official will check the weapons before the
start of the competition.
17. Kata or step charts in the Japanese and non Japanese disciplines are valid
for the respective next higher graduation according to the training programs
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of the DAKO and IMAF. A list with names follows. The final decision will be
made by head official for the listing.
18. In the case of even point scores, a second kata has to be performed. The
second kata will be prescribed in the respective discipline (see respective
disciplines).
19. The participation in combat/kumite is restricted to participants of at least 14
and minimum 9th kyu rank /yellow belt/ a valid equivalent. Weapons for the
combat will be provided by the organizer Further rules for equipment and
combat will follow.
20. Juveniles who want to participate in combat/ kumite have to provide a written
permit signed by their legal guardian and have to wear a complete set of
protective gear (jockstrap, head and chest protection, mouth guard and
protective gloves). A shinguard is recommended. Lack of a permit will lead to
removal from the listing. A refund of an entry fee will not be possible in this
case.
21. Adults participating in kumite have to wear at least a mouth guard, protective
gloves and a jockstrap. In weapon combat a protective head gear and chest
protection is required as well. Further protective gear is recommended.
22. The organizer does not provide any protective gear.
23. Padded weapons for bo-jutsu and combat arnis will be uniformly provided by
the organizer
24. Every bout lasts two minutes.
25. Achieving 7 scoring hits will end every armed combat prematurely.
26. The bout is interrupted or stopped by word of the head official only.
27. Objections against decisions of the officials will be decided the day after the
event. Therefore a written appeal and a fee of 30€ have to be submitted to
the competition office at the day of the competition. The decision will be
made by the responsible head official, the organizer, the host and one
representative of the suitor and defendant. The head official leads the
investigation. The decision of the head official is definite and final.
28. Medical assistance, if needed, will be provided.
29. The rules for the competition will be published separate from the
announcement on the homepage www.kampfsport-cottbus.de.
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Agreement with the participant:
1. The organizer cannot be held responsible for any damages caused by theft,
accidents, injury and their consequential damage. The participants have to
provide sufficient insurance for themselves.
2. By submitting his/her registration by themselves or by his/her dojo the
participant acknowledges the rules for the event as they are at the date of
the event in all and every instances and accepts the competition rule set of
the DAKO/IMAF.
3. With the registration, the participant agrees that his/her data are going to be
electronically handled. The data is not going to be handed over to any third
parties.
4. With his/her registration for combat/kumite, the participant agrees to accept
bodily harm in accordance to § 223 ff. StGB.
5. Photographs are only permitted for private use and may not be published
(including social networks). Video recording is only allowed if the permission
of the organizer has been acquired beforehand. Portraits may not be taken.
The organizer possesses all rights to images and videos made during the
event and may use them as he sees fit. With the registration the participant
agrees to this rule.

Officials
1. All officials wear black trousers and a white shirt, if necessary the dress code
of the respective martial art applies.
2. On each arena there are a head official and at least two co officials. The
decisions of the officials have equal weight.
3. The categories kata, forms, anyos, synchronous, application and 10
technique system are judged by 5 or at least 3 officials.
4. The categories combat and ground combat are judged by 3 officials.

Please note:
1. It is sadly not possible to sleep in the gymnasium.

Changes to this Ruleset are possible at any time!
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